New
Celebrity
Couple:
‘Bachelorette’
Star
Clay
Harbor Is Dating ‘Bachelor in
Paradise’ Star Angela Amezcua

By Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, there’s a new celebrity couple in Bachelor
Nation! According to UsMagazine.com, Clay Harbor and Angela
Amezcua are dating! Harbor confirmed their relationship via
Instagram by posting a photo of the two and including the
following caption: “What do the kids call it? Woman crush
Wednesday? Well here’s mine.” The snapshot shows the couple
embracing on Wednesday, September 5. He also took to Twitter,
included the same photo, and said, “If I had a rose to give
she would get it. Every time.” Harbor first appeared on Becca
Kufrin’s The Bachelorette season. Amezcua was first introduced
to Bachelor Nation on Nick Viall’s The Bachelor season in 2017
and then starred in season 5 of Bachelor in Paradise. Best
wishes to the happy couple!

There’s a new celebrity couple in
Bachelor Nation! What are some ways
to use your connections to find
someone to date?
Cupid’s Advice:

The dating world is tough, and it can be hard to find ideal
prospects out there. Cupid has some ways you can use your
networking skills to help your cause:
1. Happy hour at work: There’s nothing like a enjoying a cold
one with coworkers! Even though it may not be the best idea to
date someone from work, you never know who may be there from
outside of the workplace. Work friends often ask friends to
come and tag along. So, there is every possibility that you
might meet someone at a work happy hour. If you get invited,
seize the moment and go!
Related Link:
Celebrity Couple News: ‘Bachelorette’ Becca
Kufrin Is Engaged to Garrett
2. Social media it up: Check out what’s happening on your
social media! Try checking out events suggested to you on your
Facebook. You can also check out where your friends are going
and join them. It’s a great way to connect, make new friends
and maybe even get yourself a date with a lucky girl or guy.
Related Link:
Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Becca Kufrin
Feels ‘Sick’ When She Finds Out Colton Underwood Dated Friend
Tia Booth
3. Public transportation: What better way to make a connection
with someone than on a train or bus that you take every day?
The subway or Metra provides a great opportunity to strike up
a conversation with someone. There are all kinds of people on
the train. Next time you see a person reading a book you like
or happen to hear the music they’re playing, go talk to them.
You never know what may happen!
What are some other ways to use connections and networking to
your advantage when it comes to dating? Share your thoughts
below.

Celebrity Couple News: Find
Out More About Taylor Swift
and Joe Alwyn’s Undercover
Romance

By Melissa Lee
Even after EOnline.com learned about their celebrity
relationship in May, celebrity couple Taylor Swift and Joe
Alwyn have continued to keep their relationship on the down
low. The pair have been quite secretive about their visits,
especially after Swift’s extremely public past relationships.
Swift has reportedly been in London with Alwyn, a 26-year-old
British film and theater actor, over the past few weeks.

This new celebrity couple is
definitely keeping things under
wraps. What are some benefits to
keep your relationship on the downlow at first?
Cupid’s Advice:
New relationships can be super fun, but sometimes it’s nicer

to keep those moments private. Cupid has some advice on why it
can be beneficial to stay quiet at first:
1. There’s minimal pressure: When you keep your relationship
private for a bit, pressures from your friends and family
won’t be as common. Your mom won’t be constantly asking when
she can meet your partner, and sometimes those low-key nights
in seem a bit more fun than going out with all of their
friends!
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Taylor Swift Is Dating
British Actor Joe Alwyn
2. Say goodbye to negativity: By posting about your
relationship on social media, everyone will see your new
significant other – and let’s face it, not everybody will be
happy for you. When your relationship is on the down-low, you
don’t have to worry about people’s negative comments bringing
you down.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Taylor Swift’s Ex Calvin
Harris is Collaborating with Her Nemesis Katy Perry
3. Oversharing won’t be a problem: Relationships are usually
only meant for the two people involved. If your relationship
becomes public after constantly posting about it, oversharing
can become a fast issue. Special dates or moments may get
ruined after you share it with all 500 of your “closest
friends”.
What are some of your reasons to keeping your relationship
quiet at first? Share your thoughts below.

New Celebrity Couple? Avril
Lavigne Goes on Romantic
Dinner Date with Ryan Cabrera

By Stephanie Sacco
Roommates Avril Lavigne and Ryan Cabrera have been living
together since 2015, but only now have been on the radar
for celebrity gossip. According to UsMagazine.com, Cabrera met
up with Lavigne while touring for the My2K Tour at New York
City’s STK Midtown for a romantic dinner. This new celebrity
couple is a 90’s dream. In celebrity news, their relationship
has been under wraps, but a source says they’re are ‘fully in
a relationship’. Lavigne’s been unlucky in love with two exhusbands who also just so happen to be singers; maybe three
times will be the charm.

This new celebrity couple has us
rooting
for
a
long-term
relationship. How do you know if
your roommate is moving out of the
friend-zone?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting stuck in the friend-zone can be the worst place to be.
Not only do you have to live with the fact that they’re not
interested, but you have to watch them date other people.

Cupid is here to help:
1. Feelings shift:
a different way or
bad. The idea of
change everything.

If you start thinking about your friend in
thinking about them more often, you got it
your friend now seen in a new light can
Can boys and girls be just friends?

Related Link: Avril Lavigne and Chad Kroeger Announce
Celebrity Break-Up After Two Years of Marriage
2. Jealousy: When they hang out with other people or more
specifically a different girl and you feel badly about it,
there’s more to the story. Your feelings towards them
could borderline on a crush. The friend-zone might be cracking
down and you might just find yourself drawn to a friend.
Related Link: Avril Lavigne and Brody Jenner Spend Time
Together After Split
3. They make a move: If your friend has started to change
because the idea of you has got their heart on fire, you can
tell that the tides are changing. Pay attention to the way he
acts or reacts to you. When you both start gravitating towards
each other, don’t fight it.
How do you get out of the friend-zone? Comment below!

Rumored Celebrity Couple Nick
Cannon & Chilli Get Steamy on
Camera for Music Video

By Jessica DeRubbo
Apparently we’re getting a glimpse into the rumored celebrity
relationship of Nick Cannon and rumored girlfriend Rozanda
“Chilli” Thomas. The Mariah Carey’s ex and TLC crooner have
been spotted together quite a bit lately, and the word on the
street is that they’re a celebrity couple. In fact, E! News
obtained an exclusive photo of the two in a new music video
for Cannon’s new music video for “If I Was Your Man,”
according to EOnline.com. In the photo, the pair are wearing
matching sleepwear, and Cannon is rapping to the camera with
his open silk pajamas, while Chilli is behind him wearing
matching lingerie. About the potential couple, a source said,
“Nick loves how chill Chilli is. Chilli is very family
oriented and into God. She is also a very spiritual person
with a kind soul. She is not drama and that’s important for
him.”

This rumored celebrity couple is
going public with their romance in
a big way. What are some defining
ways to show your friends and
family
you’re
in
a
new
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Formally announcing your new relationship to family and
friends seems a little bit too awkward and official. Cupid has
some similarly defining ways to get them in the know without

making an awkward announcement:
1. Ask to invite them to a family dinner: If you have a
standing day you meet up with your family for dinner, ask if
you can bring your partner along. Unless you specifically tell
your fam that this is a platonic invite, they’ll connect the
dots all on their own. Plus, once you get there, make sure to
do a little light PDA to bring things into focus for them.
Even a pat on the leg or a hug of the shoulders will do the
trick.
Related Link: Nick Cannon Opens Up About Split from Mariah
Carey
2. Bring them up in daily conversation: If you bring up your
partner in normal conversation on a consistent basis, your
family and friends will get the picture. Eventually they might
ask what the deal is, but even that is better than having to
make a formal announcement out of the blue.
Related Link: Nick Cannon Covers Mariah Carey Tattoo
3. Post a photo on social media: You don’t necessarily need to
update your Facebook status to “in a relationship,” but simply
posting a cute photo of the two of you on Instagram will put
the message out there, especially if you’re somewhat cozy in
the pic. At the very least, it’ll spark some conversations
with your loved ones, which will make the announcement a lot
more natural.
What are some other ways to let everyone know you’re in a
relationship without making an official announcement? Share
your thoughts below.

Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor’
Ben Higgins Offers Advice to
Ex JoJo Fletcher & Fiance

By Nicole Caico
On Monday, August 1, this season of The Bachelorette came to a
close with JoJo Fletcher’s engagement to Jordan Rodgers. But
the end of the season means it was time for an episode
of After the Final Rose. The reunion, known to be a bit tense,
got a bit awkward when Fletcher’s ex, Bachelor Ben Higgins,
weighed in on the new celebrity relationship. Seated next to
his fiancé, Lauren Bushnell, Higgins addressed the new
celebrity couple. According to UsMagazine.com, Higgins gave
advice saying, “If you’re getting criticism, you’re doing
something. And you’re trying to make your relationship
work…Just support each other, love each other, and a couple
months out of it, you’re going to look back and smile.”

This celebrity news has us grinning
a bit! What are some ways to give
advice
to
a
friend
having
relationship questions?
Cupid’s Advice:
Friends give friends relationship advice. Knowing you have
someone to help you navigate relationship issues is one of the

best parts of a friendship, but it’s also a lot of pressure.
You don’t want to steer your friend wrong:
1. Know your friend: When giving your friend relationship
advice, it is important to remember key things about them.
Your job is to serve as their conscience when they’re being
swayed by emotions. Try to lead them to a decision they’d make
on their own.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Josh Groban & Kat Dennings Break
Up After 2 Years of Dating
2. Hands off: Give your friend as much advice as they will
listen to, try to protect them, but remember not to smother
them. Give the advice you have and then lay off for a while.
You want the best for your friend but being overbearing can
cause a fight between you two.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Keshia Knight Pulliam Announces
Pregnancy At Same Time Her Husband Files For Divorce
3. Be honest: The number one way to help your friend with
relationship questions is to answer honestly. Tell them you
don’t like the person their interested, or when they are
getting lost in their relationship. Keep it real, it’s your
job.
How do you give friends relationship advice? Comment below!

Celebrity News: Justin Bieber
Hangs with Selena Gomez Look-

alike in Miami

By Cortney Moore
Justin Bieber is making celebrity news once more, after being
spotted with model Alexandra Rodriguez, who some believe
shares an uncanny resemblance to his ex-girlfriend Selena
Gomez! The public watched Bieber and Gomez’s rollercoaster
on-and-off celebrity relationship from 2009 to 2015. However,
it seems that Bieber has moved on to become a celebrity couple
with Rodriguez, though they have yet to confirm whether or
not they’re official. According to UsMagazine.com, Bieber was
seen getting very close to Rodriguez in Miami this week.
Onlookers told Us that “Bieber affectionately held onto the
brunette beauty’s waist,” which indeed sounds like this pair
could actually be a celebrity couple!

This celebrity news proves that old
habits die hard. What are some ways
to determine your “type”?
Cupid’s Advice:
When we’re dating, there are always a few
we gravitate towards. We often look for
partner and then call them our “type.”
unsure of what their type is, Cupid is
determine which is best for you:

common traits that
these traits in a
For those who are
here to help you

1. Shared interests: A simple and straight forward way to
determine your type is by finding interests you both share. If

you tend to like people who like the same things you do, then
you can determine that your type must be compatible with your
hobbies and lifestyle. At the very least, your type should
show an interest in the things you do.
Related Link: Former Celebrity Couple News: Selena Gomez
Spotted at Justin Bieber Concert After Kissing Post
2. Similar energy levels: Another important trait in finding
your type is knowing how energetic you want them to be. If you
like being active then you want someone that will be active
with you. If you prefer low energy activities, you’ll need
someone who likes doing that as well. Dating a person who has
an opposing energy level from your own is not the right type
for you.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Justin Bieber Reveals New
Romance with Hailey Baldwin
3. Mutual desire: Hopefully if you’re trying to get into a
serious relationship, you want someone who is attracted to you
the same way you are to them. Don’t try to force anything that
isn’t there. If you’re not desiring to be in another’s
presence then they are not your type. A relationship without
desire or passion is a friendship, go find someone who can
satisfy your romantic needs.
Do you know your type? How did you figure it out? Share your
stories below.

Celebrity

News:

Khloe

Kardashian & Trey Songz ‘All
Over Each Other’ in Vegas

By Jessica DeRubbo
In latest celebrity news, it looks like Khloe Kardashian is
moving on from her past relationship drama and celebrity
divorce from Lamar Odom. The reality star was recently spotted
getting hot and heavy with Trey Songz at Topgolf in Las Vegas
on Sunday, according to UsMagazine.com. According to a source,
the duo were “all over each other. It was really obvious they
were together.” The source continued, saying, “They were with
a group of friends right in the heart of the fourth floor for
all to see.”

This
celebrity
news
has
us
realizing that Khloe Kardashian
isn’t looking to hide her new love
interest. What are some benefits to
keeping your relationship out in
the open?
Cupid’s Advice:
You have two choices when you’re going into a new
relationship. You can either embrace it and bring it public
right away, or you can keep your privacy and stay in hiding.
Cupid has some relationship advice as to why keeping things

open might be the way to go:
1. Less work: The fact is, keeping everything on the down low
can be exhausting after a while. You’re always worried someone
is going to find something out or disturb your privacy. You
must go above and beyond to keep PDA to a minimum and refrain
from talking to your close friends about your relationship.
Related Link: Khloe Kardashian Looks Forward to Having Kids
Post Celebrity Divorce from Lamar Odom
2. Your friends and family don’t have to guess: When you stay
in hiding and keep relationship details to yourself, your
friends and family might let their imaginations run wild and
fill in the gaps with their imagination. If they always know
where things stand and see that you have nothing to hide, that
simply won’t happen.
Related Link: Khloe Kardashian Files for Divorce from Lamar
Odom
3. You can have more fun: If your relationship is in the open,
your social circle will know they can invite you to fun
things. If you’re keeping everything hidden, you’ll have less
opportunity to hang out with friends and lead a social
lifestyle.
What are some other benefits to keep your relationship out in
the open? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity Couple News: Diane

Kruger Opens Up About Meeting
Love Joshua Jackson

By Nicole Caico
In an interview for the August issue of Town & Country
magazine, Diane Kruger opens up about the positive impact her
celebrity relationship with Joshua Jackson has had on her
life. According to People.com, Kruger told the mag, “Meeting
someone like my partner, who has a very different perspective,
who likes to travel in a different way and be open to various
experience, was so important.” This celebrity couple started
dating in 2006, and they seem to be as strong as ever.

This celebrity couple news has us
smiling. What are some ways a good
relationship can change your life
for the better?
Cupid’s Advice:
While being on your own can be extremely rewarding, being in a
relationship that helps you grow can be equally rewarding.
Getting into a relationship is always a risk, but when things
go well the pay off is huge. A good relationship can change
your life for the better:
1. Expanding your horizons: Much like Kruger expressed, being
in a relationship with someone who is different from you can

help you gain new perspective. From hobbies to political
views, you never know what you might learn when you let your
guard down and let the person you’re dating talk.
Related Link: New Celebrity Relationship: Torrey Devitto &
‘DWTS’ Artem Chigvintsev Are Dating
2. Help me help you: A good relationship provides a feeling of
security. Feeling support from the person you are dating will
allow you to try new things on your own. Whether it’s taking a
new job, getting a new haircut, or realizing something about
yourself the support from your SO can help get you over the
hump of hesitation that has been holding you back from your
true potential.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Get Details on Taylor
Swift & Tom Hiddleston’s Intimate Dinner Date
3. Get excited: A good relationship doesn’t mean you have to
soul search and have some sort of major epiphany. If it does,
awesome. If not, fine. The major perk of being in a good
relationship is that you get to be who you are, and get
excited to do things with someone else. A good relationship
can change your life for the better by simply making everyday
activities more fun because you’re sharing them with someone
else. Revolutionize food shopping or binge watching Netflix by
sharing it with the person you love.
How has your relationship changed your life for the better?
Comment below!

Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Guys Share
Embarrassing Sex Stories with
JoJo Fletcher

By Nicole Caico
In the latest episode of The Bachelorette, JoJo Fletcher had
all the guys reveal their most embarrassing sex stories. The
guys, who are all hoping to become the other half of a
celebrity couple with JoJo, did not hold back. According to
UsMagazine.com, Alex, Dan, and Nick had the most cringe-worthy
stories. We won’t go into the details, but suffice it to say
it was tough to watch! Hey, at least they were honest.

This celebrity news has us cringing
for the guys on The Bachelorette!
What are some ways to be open and
honest with your potential partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
As terribly awkward as it is to dig up your most embarrassing
intimate stories, chances are you won’t be doing it on
television like these guys–so what do you really have to lose?
Not being honest with a potential partner will most likely
lead to another embarrassing story, so it’s important to

remember that honesty is the best policy:
1. Right from the start: The best way to open up and be honest
with a potential partner is to establish open conversation
from the beginning. Before things get to serious, or too
steamy, talk about your sexual histories and desires.
Related Link: Celebrity News: JoJo Fletcher Celebrates End of
‘Bachelorette’ Shoot with Instagram Post
2. Lead with a joke: Conversations about intimacy with a
potential partner are no laughing matter, but they’re also not
strictly business. Joke around to break the ice and in the
end, the truth will come out. If you have a positive and
lighthearted take on the situation, your potential partner
won’t fell threaten or judged and the conversation will flow.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ JoJo Fletcher Has
Another Ben In Her Life
3. Make it about them: If you have a feeling that an open
conversation about intimacy isn’t going to go over well with
your potential partner, make the conversation about them.
Instead of sounding nosy or accusatory, just tell them that
you need to know some things in order for you to make the
experience as good as it can be for them.
How have you been honest with a potential partner? Comment
below!

New Celebrity Couple: Source

Says Kylie Jenner is Dating
PartyNextDoor

By Stephanie Sacco
Kylie Jenner is always a source for celebrity gossip. This
time it’s for dating PartyNextDoor (PND) or Jahron Anthony
Brathwaite, a Canadian singer-songwriter. According to
UsMagazine.com, the pair was seen at the TCL Chinese Theatre
in Hollywood recently. This celebrity couple got together
after Jenner and rapper Tyga broke up earlier this month. In
celebrity news, PND posted the watches he and Jenner were
wearing on Instagram, provoking Tyga to post his own watch
selfie.

There’s a new Kardashian celebrity
couple in the works! How do you
know when you’re ready to move on
from a past relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
There’s always a little tension and awkwardness after a breakup. Exes linger and baggage piles up behind you. Cupid is here
to help you get through it:
1. You stopped calling him: You’ve cut ties with your ex and
it doesn’t bother you anymore that he isn’t in your life. You
aren’t waiting around for him to return or change. The break-

up feels like it’s in the past.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Kylie Jenner & Tyga: Is
Fighting Good or Bad?
2. You stop noticing him: If he’s dating somebody new and you
are unfazed by it or he walks by you in the hallway and you
don’t feel drawn to him. These are signs that you are
completely over him. Feel free to set your sights on somebody
else.
Related Link: Kylie Jenner on Celebrity Relationship with
Tyga: ‘We Don’t Really Fight
3. You stop feeling for him: The feelings are out of your
system completely and you aren’t longing for him anymore.
There’s no room for him in your heart or your closet. Get rid
of the stuff you kept of his and cleanse.
When are you ready to move on after a past relationship ends?
Comment below!

New Celebrity Relationship:
Torrey Devitto & ‘DWTS’ Artem
Chigvintsev Are Dating

By Stephanie Sacco
Love

is

in

the

air

for

Torrey

DeVitto

and

Artem

Chigvintsev. According to UsMagazine.com, they attended the
Philosophy Hope & Grace Luncheon for Mental Health Month in
L.A., and the celebrity couple was pretty cozy. DeVitto has
had her fair share of famous relationships, including Paul
Wesley of The Vampire Diaries. Her latest celebrity
relationship with Rick Glassman ended because of distance with
their work schedules.

Let’s hope work schedules don’t get
in the way of this new celebrity
relationship! What are some ways to
keep busy schedules from hurting
your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Relationships can be hard to maintain if you don’t have the
right partner. Busy schedules and distance can cause a rift
between the two of you. Cupid is here to help with some
relationship advice:
1. Communication: Be sure to keep in contact with your partner
through phone or internet. There are plenty of ways to
communicate now more than ever. Skype and Facetime provide an
outlet for long distance relationships.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Keep Your Relationship
Strong When You Share Home and a Workplace
2. Support: There are ways to support your partner especially
with busy schedules. Attend their show or play that is keeping
them so busy, or if it’s work related, ask them about their
day. Know that they are doing what they love or what they have
to do to make ends meet.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: Is Long Distance Worth It?
3. Make time: Set aside certain times in the day to spend time
together, or take the weekend off to be together. It’ll be
worth it if they make time for you. Only stick it out if it’s
balanced.
Do you know how to keep busy schedules from hurting a
relationship? Comment below!

Celebrity Couple Chloe Grace
Moretz & Brooklyn Beckham
Make Red Carpet Debut

By Cortney Moore
Chloe Grace Moretz, 19, and Brooklyn Beckham, 17, have
revealed that they’ve rekindled their celebrity relationship
on the red carpet of the Neighbors 2: Sorority
Rising premiere! This adorable and young celebrity couple were
seen arm-in-arm as they posed for pictures at the star-filled
event. “He’s a sweetie, he’s a good boy,” Moretz
told Entertainment Tonight on the red carpet. This celebrity
news is especially exciting since the pair had dated briefly
in 2014. Let’s see if this duo is in it for the long-haul this
time around!

This brand new celebrity couple is
ready to take things public! What
are some ways to announce your
relationship to family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
Starting a new relationship is always exciting. Cupid is here
to help you announce your relationship to your family and
friends:
1. Utilize social media: Celebrities today no longer need
press releases or conferences to reveal their latest hookups,
and neither do you! Following their lead, you can take control
of your relationship announcement through popular social media
sites. A cute photo and caption is a great way to announce
your relationship to family and friends.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding To-Be? Blac Chyna Wears
Suspicious Looking Ring in Rob Kardashian’s Instagram Post
2. Quiz your peers: If social media isn’t your thing, it’s
alright to get creative with your announcement. A unique way
you can reveal your relationship is through a quiz. Dropping
hints and letting others guess who you’re dating is a fun way
to announce your new relationship.
Related Link: The Celebrity Couple to Melt All Hearts: Chloe
Grace Moretz and Brooklyn Beckham
3. Face-to-face: If a more traditional method is preferred,
talking about or introducing your new beau to your family and
friends may be the best option. This is a sure way to make
sure details of your relationship will make it to those you
want to know, and away from those you’d rather keep out of
your business.

How have you announced your relationships in the past? Share
your stories below!

Celebrity News: JoJo Fletcher
Celebrates
End
of
‘Bachelorette’ Shoot with
Instagram Post

By Stephanie Sacco
The celebrity news surrounding JoJo Fletcher is that she
didn’t find love with Ben Higgins on his season of The
Bachelor, but now she has her own chance at love. According to
UsMagazine.com, Fletcher has finished shooting her season of
The Bachelorette and the celebrity gossip is that she’s got
some interesting guys to choose from. Occupations like
‘Bachelor Superfan’ and ‘Hipster’ are just a few of the
descriptions chosen by her men. Fletcher has her work cut out
for her.

We’re on edge to see if this
celebrity news means JoJo has found

love! What are some unique ways to
go about finding love?
Cupid’s Advice:
You can find love anywhere if you’re looking. Even if you
aren’t looking, it can still appear out of the blue. Cupid is
here with some relationship advice:
1. Online dating: Join
flirt with, and meet up
people are about online
your path to love. Give

a dating site where you can talk to,
with various guys. As hesitant as some
dating, it’s very promising and can be
it a try!

Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Jojo Fletcher Has
Another Ben In Her Life
2. Blind dates: Have your friend set you up with somebody they
know from work or that they met at the gym. Trust that your
girlfriends know you well enough to play matchmaker. Be open
to love and sooner or later you’ll find it.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: How to Find Real Love
3. Date a friend: If you’re having trouble finding love and
need to spice it up, ask out one of your guy friends. It’s
harmless if the friendship is solid so give it a shot. Who
knows, it could be a great story for your kids.
Do you know a unique way to find love? Comment below!

New Celebrity Couple: Lea
Michele Is Dating ‘One Tree
Hill’ Star Robert Buckley

By Stephanie Sacco
Lea Michele is the focus of celebrity gossip this month. She
is half of a new celebrity couple with Robert Buckley.
According to UsMagazine.com, the pair was heating up on a
dinner date at Milo & Olive in Santa Monica. They were seen
being very intimate (cuddles and kisses) in a public place.
Buckley seems like quite the gentleman. The latest celebrity
news is that they’re one of the Hollywood couples to watch.

It looks like Lea Michele has
recovered from heartbreak and moved
on! How do you know when you’re
ready to move on post-split?
Cupid’s Advice:
Break-ups are more common than you’d think, and celebrity
couples are no exception. The recovery process can be
challenging, but there are ways to move on post-split. Cupid
is here to help you find out how:
1. When you’re interested in somebody new: As soon as someone
else starts looking good, you know you are capable
of developing feelings for someone besides your ex. Take baby

steps and find out if that person is ‘the one’. Go for it!
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Nina Dobrev & Scott
Eastwood Get Flirty at Coachella
2. When you don’t think about your ex: Once everything that
used to remind you of your ex doesn’t anymore, you know you
are ready to move on. That song on the radio, the place where
you first kissed, the type of car he drove; when none of that
phases you, it’s time.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Rihanna & Drake Spotted
Getting Cozy at Afterparty
3. When you know: Deep down inside you, you’ll know when the
time is right. You will feel it in your heart that you’re
ready. It takes a great amount of vulnerability and strength
to put yourself out there, but you can do it!
Do you have any tips for moving on after a break-up? Comment
below!

New Celebrity Couple? Rihanna
& Drake Spotted Getting Cozy
at Concert Afterparty

By Stephanie Sacco
Rihanna and Drake might have more than just musical chemistry.

In celebrity news, this potential new celebrity couple was
seen together at an afterparty at The Nice Guy in West
Hollywood after her concert. According to UsMagazine.com,
Drizzy threw the party for her after her sold-out show. This
on-again-off-again celebrity couple can’t get enough of each
other. The celebrity gossip is that they were being very
affectionate and loving. Sounds like sparks are flying for
this duo.

There may be a new celebrity couple
in the entertainment biz! What are
some ways to get to know someone
without starting gossip?
Cupid’s Advice:
One of the hardest things to do is avoid gossip. Whether
you’re a celebrity on the red carpet or a student in a high
school hallway, gossip will find you. Cupid has some
relationship advice:
1. Keep it to yourself: If you’re just starting to consider
someone, don’t gossip about it yourself. Telling your friends
and family will only cause ripples, and nobody wants that kind
of attention unless they’re ready to go public. If you’re just
flirting, keep a low profile.
Related Link: 5 Times Celebrity Gossip Turned Out To Be Untrue
2. Keep an open mind: Be friendly and open to people
regardless of the looks and comments that others might make.
Subtly smile and make eye contact with anyone you are
interested in. Keep it up and see where it goes.
Related Link: Rihanna and Drake Party Post-Concert in Paris

3. Keep it honest: If people are gossiping, set the record
straight. Tell the truth if somebody approaches you about your
love life, and don’t feel bad about it. Don’t shy away from
the guy you like because people are gossiping.
Think you know how to avoid gossip? Comment below!

Celebrity Couple Gigi Hadid &
Zayn Malik Make Red Carpet
Debut at Met Gala

By Stephanie Sacco
Gigi Hadid and Zayn Malik are a known celebrity couple, but
their relationship has been confirmed now that they’ve stepped
onto the red carpet together. According to EOnline.com, the
celebrity couple attended the 2016 Met Gala as a couple.
Making a statement in celebrity news, the pair was seen
holding hands and wearing matching outfits.

This
celebrity
couple
has
officially gone public on the red
carpet! How do you know when to go

public with your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Relationships are always moving in stages. Going public with a
partner is a big change, and you have to know when it’s the
right time to take that step. Cupid is here to help:
1. When you are comfortable: Make sure that you and your
partner are a good match. It’s really important in a
relationship that you are enjoying yourself and feeling
relaxed and secure before going public. If you’re on edge,
think twice.
Related Link: Faith Hill and Tim McGraw Share Steamy Kiss At
AMC Awards
2. When you are happy: Not only should you feel comfortable,
but you should also be content with your partner. Be aware
that your happiness is the main focus and if you aren’t happy,
it’s not worth wasting either of your time.
Related Link: Famous Couple Kim Kardashian and Kanye West Show
PDA After Brit Awards
3. When you see a future: If you don’t see the relationship
going anywhere, it’s not wise to string anybody along. Don’t
bother going public with your partner if it’s not moving
forward.
When do you think it’s right to go public with a relationship?
Leave a comment below!

New Celebrity Couple? Nina
Dobrev & Scott Eastwood Get
Flirty at Coachella

By Cortney Moore
In music festival romance and celebrity news, Nina Dobrev and
Scott Eastwood were seen getting close this past weekend at
Coachella! Dobrev is still fresh off her celebrity breakup with Austin Stowell, but it would seem the 27-year-old
actress is ready to move on. According to sources
from UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple were spotted
throughout the music festival being extra “flirty.” Eastwood
even posted a picture of himself arm-in-arm with Dobrev and
captioned the photo with a winky face emoji!

There could be a new celebrity
couple in the works! What are some
ways to turn a fling into a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
You’ve found somebody that makes your heart flutter, and being
with them is fun and exciting. Things are pretty casual, but
you find yourself thinking of a future with this person. This
might just mean you want turn your fling into a relationship!
Cupid is here to help you make it happen with the following

steps:
1. Get to know each other: This step seems pretty obvious, but
it can’t be stressed enough how important it is to know the
person you’re seeing. Many people jump into relationships with
those who they might have been better off with as a fling. If
you find yourself interested in someone on a deeper level, it
may be time to have conversations about likes, dislikes, hopes
and dreams.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Faith Hill & Tim McGraw
Share Steamy Kiss at AMC Awards
2. Make a move: Once you have determined whether your fling
has potential for something more, it’s time to set things in
motion. Your relationship won’t progress if you don’t make
moves to progress it. How else will the person you’re seeing
know you want to get serious? Let them know before it’s too
late!
Related Link: Relationship Advice: How To Get Engaged In A
Year!
3. Follow through: If your fling agrees that you should turn
this into a relationship, you should both go for it and get
into relationship mode. Spend time together, go on romantic
dates and learn more about each other. Your relationship will
only grow as much as your bond does.
Tell us ways you have successfully turned a fling into a
relationship! Share your tips below.

Celebrity Couple News: Is
Kaley Cuoco Dating Karl Cook?

By Brooke Crawford
Latest celebrity news has us all wondering if Kaley Cuoco has
moved on from her celebrity divorce that ended in September.
UsMagazine.com shared that the two have been spending quite a
bit of time together. From shooting ranges to equestrian
competitions to tennis matches (BNP Paribas Open), it is
possible that a new celebrity relationship is in the works.

This celebrity couple news comes
post-divorce for Kaley. What are
some ways to know you’re ready to
date again after a divorce?
Cupid’s Advice:
Divorce is super tough to cope with. After ending a marriage,
it can be difficult to get back up on the dating bandwagon.
Cupid has some dating advice for those who need a few signs:
1. Content being alone: Marriage can often times make a person
feel dependent upon their former spouse. After a divorce, you
need time to be confident in being on your own. Make sure your
main focus is to uplift and support yourself. If you have
reached a point where you are content being single, this could
be a sign that you are ready for a few dates.

Related Link: Heidi Klum Talks Life After Celebrity Break-Up
from Seal
2. You are at peace: You have been associated with another
person whom you no longer have ties with. When you are at
peace with who you are and where you are at in life, that’s a
sign that you are ready to get back out there. Do a self
evaluation. If you feel that you are truly at a peaceful state
in your life, then maybe it is time to check out the
attractive neighbor across the way.
Related Link: Expert Dating Advice: Moving on After a Divorce
3. Say it: Saying things out loud can have a different effect
than when you are stuck in your thoughts. The next time you
get a chance, tell a close friend that you are ready to date
again. Listen to how it sounds and feels as you say it. If it
is true, then your friend will agree and you will feel
empowered by saying it.
Dating is not something that comes easily, especially after a
divorce. Share your thoughts and tips below!

New Celebrity Couple News:
Source Says Selena Gomez Is
Hooking Up with Pal Charlie
Puth

By Jasmine Igwegbe
It’s an amazing feeling to find someone who understands you
and loves you for who you are. In latest celebrity
news, Selena Gomez and Charlie Puth may soon take it to the
next level and become a celebrity couple. According
to UsMagazine.com, Gomez is into Puth and he hangs out with
her because he believes that she gets him unlike others.
Previously, Puth shared his first impression of Gomez
stating,”I was very floored by how well she handled herself
and how mature she was. It’s nice to get to know the actual
person and finding out she’s an interesting person…I’m happy
that we’re friends.” This celebrity friendship may turn out to
be one of the best celebrity relationships.

There may be a new celebrity couple
in
Hollywood!
What
are
some
benefits to being friends first?
Cupid’s Advice:
You

may

have

a

strong

desire

to

be

in

a

meaningful

relationship.
Keep in mind that building a friendship first
can make the relationship more solid than rushing into one.
Cupid has some
beneficial:

advice

on

why

being

friends

first

is

1. You’ll build a better trust: Within a friendship there is
more openness and honesty. You are less worried about being
judged by your friend than your partner. You feel comfortable
being who you are, whereas in a relationship you tend to keep
your guard up to prevent any heartbreaks.
Related Link: Selena Gomez Cries Singing Song About Justin
Bieber at AMA’s

2. You are able to see them for who they truly are: Being
friends first allows you to observe their behavior. If their
behavior concerns you, then you have the option of remaining
friends. If you are pleased and impressed, then taking it to
the next level may be your next step.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Selena Gomez and Zedd Face
Doubt From Her Friends
3. Likens your chance of a more meaningful relationship: How
many of us can say that we have been in a long-term romance?
The truth is, many of us may have only experienced a shortlived relationship. Being friends first makes an impact on a
meaningful relationship and its longevity. As friends, you two
are able to grow and create unforgettable moments with each
other. A great bond can give you that type of longlived romance you crave.
What are some other benefits to being friends first before
getting into a relationship? Share your great ideas with us
below!

Are Former Celebrity Couple
Courteney Cox & Johnny McDaid
Getting Back Together?

By Cortney Moore

In exciting celebrity news, Courteney Cox was spotted with her
ex-fiance Johnny McDaid on Easter Sunday. This celebrity
couple split in Nov. 2015, but according to a source from
UsMagazine.com, the pair may have reignited a spark after
spending time with each other recently. A representative of
Cox said, “They really care about each other and they are
spending time together,” in regards to the celebrity
relationship.

We’re excited to see if this former
celebrity couple will reconcile!
How do you know whether to give
your ex a second chance?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be hard getting over an ex, and sometimes you just
don’t want to. Depending on the reason for the break-up, it
might not be a bad idea to give it another shot. Cupid is here
to offer dating advice on whether you should get back together
with your ex:
1. Ask questions: Before contacting your ex to declare your
undying love, you need to ask yourself the tough questions and
figure out why you want to be with this person. Did things end
badly? Will things be different this time around?
Related Link: Former Celebrity Couple News: Selena Gomez
Spotted at Justin Bieber Concert After Kissing Post
2. Make a move: Once you have decided whether or not your ex
is worth pursuing, reach out to them. This is the only sure
way to find out if their feelings are mutual. If they feel the
same way it can be the start of something new.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Love the Second Time Around

3. Evaluate the situation: After contacting your ex, make a
judgement call on whether it is safe to resume a relationship.
Are they still the same person you broke up with? Is there
room for compromise to make this work? You need to be
absolutely sure of your decision to avoid wasting anymore time
on the same person.
Have you ever given an ex another chance? How did it work out
for you? Share your experience in the comments below!

Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor’
Creator Says JoJo Fletcher is
Up to 4.5 Kisses This Season
so Far

By Brooke Crawford
Deemed the hottest cast yet, The Bachelorette has a lot of on
camera action taking place. According to UsMagazine.com, in
latest celebrity news, this 25 year old real estate agent has
a pool of eligible, attractive men ready to sweep her off her
feet and claim celebrity couple status. Contenders such as
Jordan Rodgers, younger brother to NFL quarterback Aaron
Rodgers, are all vying for her affection. Sources say that she
is at almost five kisses already, and the season is just
getting started. But Fletcher is not the only woman who should

be dating around to see who is her perfect match!

This celebrity news has us ready
for The Bachelorette like whoa!
What are some ways dating around is
a good thing?
Cupid’s Advice:
When you are single and ready to mingle, dating around can be
a fun experience. See below for some dating advice from Cupid:
1. Have options: Dating around is a positive experience
because it provides you with romantic options. This allows you
to break away from your normal type and start mingling with
other potential dates that you would not normally consider.
You will be able to talk with people of various interests and
personalities, which helps you decide what you like and don’t
like.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Emily Maynard
Opens Up About How She Finally Found Love
2. Personal growth: Successful dating experiences help our
personalities grow. Dating can help us develop things like
social confidence, manners, and good conversation skills. We
gain more personal identity through relationships with others
and the interactions that occur.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Olivia Culpo Has Moved On from
Nick Jonas to NFL Star Tim Tebow
3. Prepare for marriage: When you have dating experiences,
this can prepare you for a successful marriage one day. You
learn how to be in a healthy, long-term relationship by
learning from experience. Dating can teach you some of the

necessary things to ensure you have a lasting marriage in the
future.
Dating is all about keeping your options open until the right
person comes along. How has dating been a good experience for
you? Comment below.

Celebrity News: Juan Pablo
Says
He
Might
Join
‘Bachelorette’ to Compete for
JoJo Fletcher’s Heart

By Brooke Crawford
Social media confessions may be the way to go when it comes to
professing a new crush. Latest celebrity news boasts that Juan
Pablo has a thing for none other than JoJo Fletcher, the next
Bachelorette. UsMagazine.com reports that the 35-year old
posted on Twitter that he would be interested in competing for
the eligible and very single celebrity.

This celebrity news has us saying,
“It’s ok.” What are some unique

ways to
crush?

win

the

heart

of

your

Cupid’s Advice:
Trying to win over your ultimate crush is an emotion-filled
process. If you can’t seem to get the right idea, keep reading
for a little dating advice from Cupid:
1. Find their interests: One of the best ways to connect is
over common interests. Do a little investigating to find out
what activities your love interest enjoys. Set up a nice date
to enjoy a play, a day at the horse races, or a Broadway show
together. You will both enjoy each other’s company and your
crush will start seeing you in a romantic light.
Related Link: Taylor Swift Says Lady Gaga Cast ‘Magical Spell’
to Bring Celebrity Love Calvin Harris
2. Focus on your success: People love to see that others are
focused on their own goals and dreams. Show an adequate amount
of attention to your potential lover, but continue to aspire
to your own form of success. It shows that while you have a
new love interest, your priorities come first. You cannot love
someone else until you love yourself first.
Related Link: Amanda Bynes Tweets Her Crush on Liam Hemsworth
3. Support them: If you want someone to know that you are
sincerely interested in them, support them in their endeavors.
You can make someone’s day by attending an event, assisting
them in hosting a conference, or helping them with something
work-related. Making an effort to be present in their personal
life helps them to know you are serious about what is
important to them.
Cupid is not the only one with good dating advice. What are
some ways you have won over your love interest? Comment below.

Celebrity Couple News: Kanye
West Helped Kim Kardashian
Fight Back During Nude Selfie
Controversy

By Brooke Crawford
In the latest celebrity news, the Internet was, once again,
broken by none other than Kim Kardashian. The controversial
reality TV star posted a nude selfie on Instagram on March 7th
with the caption, “When you are like I have nothing to wear
LOL!” She then called out those who bashed her and sent
flowers to the celebrities who praised her. According to
UsMagazine.com, husband Kanye West is the reason that
Kardashian has changed how she responds to social media
trolls. A source shared that the famous celebrity couple
coordinates tweets in support of one another.

This
famous
celebrity
couple
isn’t one to shy away from the
limelight. What are some ways to
support your partner in the face of

drama?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s not just celebrity couples that have to support one
another through the good and bad; drama and hard times occur
for every relationship. Below, Cupid shares three pieces of
relationship advice to help you support your partner:
1. Show appreciation: No matter the scenario, your significant
other needs to see that you appreciate them. Cook them dinner,
plan a special date night, or leave a love note for them to
read — anything that will lift their spirits through the hard
times. Not only will they feel appreciated by your efforts,
but you will feel great too!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jennifer Aniston Supports
Justin Theroux at Critics’ Choice Awards
2. Don’t criticize: Everyone makes mistakes throughout life.
The last thing your honey needs is criticism about the
situation they are experiencing. Even if they took a wrong
path, be encouraging and find useful ways to assist them
in rectifying things so that you both can move on to brighter
days.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Khloe Kardashian
Halloween in Hospital with Lamar Odom

Spends

3. Just listen: A lot of times, it helps to have someone who
is willing to hear your problems. Before you go into “fix it
mode,” try to listen to your partner. After all, an important
part of being in a healthy relationship is communication.
Allow your partner to vent to you about their struggles. Your
bond will be strengthened because you were able to be the
support they needed.
Tough times can be unsettling for any couple. How have you

supported your loved one during drama? Tell us below!

New Celebrity Couple: Lindsay
Lohan
Is
Dating
Russian
Business Heir Egor Tarabasov

By Brooke Crawford
There is a new celebrity couple gracing us with their love. In
latest celebrity news according to UsMagazine.com, actress
Lindsay Lohan, 29, has found love with new beau, Russian
investment banker Egor Tarabasov. Lohan gave followers a peek
into her love life by sharing a shirtless, racy photo of the
22-year-old hunk after sharing a selfie of the two of them
together a few weeks prior. Like Lindsay Lohan, many couples
want to share their love with those around them.

This famous celebrity couple chose
to
broadcast
their
love
on
Instagram. How can social media be
used to positively shed light on
your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:

There are plenty of ways to share your relationship on any
social media outlet, and Cupid is here to give you a bit of
dating advice:
1. Swap selfies: On a daily basis, we are used to taking a
selfie for our own social media accounts. Use your partner’s
account to showcase the object of your attention. Does anyone
remember the picture that Tyga posted of King Kylie with the
caption about capturing his heart? Take a note from that.
Related link: New Celebrity Couple: Jewel is Dating NFL Player
Charlie Whitehurst
2. Switch up profile pictures: Your followers will notice any
changes you make to your profile. Change your profile pictures
to display a flattering candid photo of yourself and your
partner. A night out on the town, a cozy, movie night in, or a
day at the beach are perfect settings to take the winning
photos.
Related link: New Celebrity Couple: Justin Bieber Reveals New
Romance with Hailey Baldwin
3. Matching shoe posts: Do you and your new love own the same
pair of shoes? Snap a photo of the matching shoes and tag one
another. Add a cute caption that depicts your relationship.
Finish it off with a few relationship hashtags.
Maybe this is not how everyone would announce a budding
relationship. What are some other ways you can share your
relationship? Share your ideas below.

